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Abstract

Measurements and modeling of the 2D poloidal Da intensity distribution in DIII-D low density L-mode and medium

density ELMy H-mode plasmas indicate that the core plasma is predominately fueled near the divertor X-point region.

The neutral deuterium and ion carbon emission were measured in the divertor and inner main chamber scrape-off layer

(SOL) using a plasma imaging technique, covering 85% of the poloidal cross-section. Typically, the peak emission in the

inner main SOL at the tokamak midplane was three orders of magnitude lower than in the divertor. For discharges with

the ion B · $B drift direction toward the lower divertor the UEDGE/DEGAS codes predict strong core plasma fueling

from the significantly higher density and lower temperature plasma calculated in the inner divertor leg. The concom-

itant carbon ion flow reversal in the inner divertor leg enhances the leakage of carbon from the divertor into the main

SOL, and hence into the core.
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1. Introduction

The poloidal divertor configuration in toroidal mag-

netic fusion devices was designed to maximize plasma-
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wall contact with the plasma facing components (PFCs)

at the divertor target plates, and to inhibit impurities

produced at the divertor target from reaching the main

plasma. Understanding and controlling the recycling

processes at the plasma surrounding walls is important

for future devices to achieve the desired performance

and plasma purity. The poloidal distribution of the core

fueling source is considered to be a crucial factor in the

formation of the H-mode pedestal [1]. The divertor re-

gion, i.e. the region downstream from the X-point, as
ed.
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well as the vicinity of the X-point, was conceived as the

dominant particle source fueling the core plasma. While

this description was shown to hold in tokamak experi-

ments [2], and is also confirmed in this paper, recent re-

sults, in particular from the Alcator C-Mod tokamak

[3], indicate that a significant ion flux in the scrape-off

layer (SOL) may reach the main chamber wall.

This paper assesses particle recycling in the DIII-D

tokamak by relating experimental measurements and

2D computational modeling to particle transport in

the divertor and main SOL region. Multiple edge diag-

nostics were used to measure the 2D neutral particle

(Da) and carbon ion (CII/CIII) emission distribution in

both the divertor and main diagnostic chamber region.

The main tool of this paper is tangentially viewing

charge injection device (CID) cameras [4,5], from which

time-averaged 2D poloidal Da, CII (514 nm), and CIII

(465 nm) distribution profiles were inferred, covering

approximately 85% of the DIII-D poloidal cross-section

(Fig. 1). Other diagnostics include vertically and tangen-

tially viewing photomultiplier (PMT) systems [6], Lang-

muir probes embedded in the lower divertor target plates

[7], and two Thomson scattering systems in the core,

main SOL, and divertor region [8,9]. The intensity distri-
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Fig. 1. Subset of the DIII-D edge diagnostic system referred to

in this paper. The magnetic configuration of the low density

L-mode discharge (shot 110465 at 3500 ms) is also shown.

Other discharge parameter include total heating power, Ptot =

0.9 MW, toroidal field, BT = 2.0 T, and plasma current, Ip =

1.1 MA.
butions of the Da, CII, and CIII emission were simulated

using the edge fluid code UEDGE [10] and neutral trans-

port code DEGAS [11]. Core plasma fueling, core impu-

rity sources, and impurity transport were extracted from

the code solutions. Detailed comparison of the experi-

mental results with the transport models are presented

for two operating regimes: (i) low-density L-mode dis-

charges, discussed in Section 2, and (ii) medium-density

ELMyH-mode discharges addressed in Section 3. These

results are summarized and further discussed in Section

4.
2. Measurement and modeling of low-density L-mode

plasmas

2.1. Methodology and experimental results

Analysis of DIII-D plasmas with the full set of

tangential cameras was performed in low-density

ð�ne ¼ 2:1� 1019 m�3; n=nGW ¼ 0:2Þ, low-confinement

(L-mode) discharges [12]. The plasma configuration is

shown in Fig. 1, i.e., a lower single-null (LSN) with

the ion B · $B drift direction toward the lower divertor.

Particle control was provided by initial gas puffing and

wall pumping. To optimize diagnostic spatial resolution

of the outer divertor plasma, the outer strike point

(OSP) was swept across the Langmuir probes (LPs),

and the view chords of the lower PMT arrays and diver-

tor Thomson scattering (DTS). The inner strike point

was held on the DIII-D center post. The separatrix-to-

wall gaps at the inner and outer tokamak midplane were

also held constant at 13 cm and 8 cm, respectively, dur-

ing the OSP sweep.

The temperature measured by Langmuir probes and

divertor Thomson scattering, Te,LP�OSP � 35 eV, resp.

Te,DTS�OSP�20 eV, indicates that the outer divertor

plasma was well-attached to the target plates. Consis-

tently, the intensity distribution of CII and CIII light

strongly peaks at the OSP at the target plate. In con-

trast, the CIII emission from the inner divertor leg was

measured well off the center post, indicating that the

plasma temperature in the inner divertor leg is below

5 eV (Inner divertor LP or DTS measurements were

not available for this configuration.). The Da emission

extends poloidally about 20 cm into the inner divertor

plasma Fig. 2(b)]. Using the 2D distribution profile from

the camera data, obtained by tomographic reconstruc-

tion, the calculated line-integrated signals along the view

chords of the vertical PMT were consistent in spatial dis-

tribution as well as in absolute magnitude with the mea-

sured values.

The Da CII, and CIII intensity distribution measured

in the high-field side SOL around the device midplane

(0.7 m < Z < 0.7 m), herein called the inner main SOL,

is strongly peaked towards the lower divertor X-point



Fig. 2. Experimental (a and b) and UEDGE/DEGAS simu-

lated (c and d) Da emission distribution in the high-field main

SOL (a and c) and lower divertor (b and d) for reference L-

mode discharge 110465.
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[Da Fig. 2(a)], suggesting that the particle source is in the

inner divertor region. The measurements show that the

Da emission is close to or at the separatrix, while CII

and CIII emission are only observed in the SOL. Typi-

cally, the emissivity decreased over a poloidal scale

length of 0.1 m (Da), 0.2 m (CII), and 0.3 m (CIII). This

poloidal scale length was calculated by taking the peak

emissivity in the inner main SOL as a function of vertical

distance along the center post. This method is approxi-

mate since the field lines are nearly parallel to the center-

post in this region of the plasma. The peak emissivity in

the SOL above the X-point was approximately two or-

ders of magnitude lower than at the inner strike point.

If the inner main wall is a dominant particle source, then

one should expect a much more uniform or poloidally

symmetric intensity distribution.

2.2. Core fueling poloidal profile and carbon transport

using UEDGE/DEGAS

The above measurements were well reproduced using

the UEDGE and DEGAS codes, which calculate that

fueling through the divertor X-point region is the dom-

inant core plasma fueling mechanism. The edge fluid

code UEDGE was executed using a classical transport

description with B · $B and E · B drifts [13], and a

purely diffusive radial transport model with spatially

constant diffusivities. The anomalous diffusivities were

obtained by matching the experimental core and main

SOL electron temperature and density measured by the

core Thomson system: D? = 0.2 m2/s, ve/vi = 0.8 m2/s.

In UEDGE, a unity recycling coefficient was used for

the hydrogen ions and neutrals at the divertor target.

A neutral albedo of 0.95 was applied along the outer
UEDGE boundary to allow finite wall pumping. Car-

bon neutrals were produced by physical and chemical

sputtering at the target plates, and by chemical sputter-

ing only at the outer grid boundary, using sputtering

yields obtained from the Toronto database [14]. The

ion transport of each charge state was modeled using a

force balance equation [15].

Based on the UEDGE plasma solution, the Da emis-

sion calculated by DEGAS peaks at the ISP, and is

approximately three orders of magnitude lower in the

high-field SOL at tokamak midplane (Z = 0). The neu-

tral Monte-Carlo code DEGAS was used to model the

neutral hydrogen particle transport, due to wall reflec-

tion and charge exchange, from the divertor to the main

chamber in realistic DIII-D geometry [16,17]. In these

simulations particles were launched only from the diver-

tor targets, since the radial ion fluxes across the radially

outermost grid boundary as calculated by UEDGE are

2–3 orders of magnitude lower than those to the divertor

target plates. For the region between the outer UEDGE

domain boundary and the DIII-D wall, a constant elec-

tron density and temperature equal to one half of the

UEDGE solution at w = 1.1 was assumed. The calcu-

lated Da emission peaks at the ISP, but extends far into

the inner divertor leg Fig. 2(d)]. In the main chamber

Fig. 2(c)], the peak emissivity at Z = 0.7 m is approxi-

mately one hundredth of peak emissivity at the ISP.

The calculated characteristic poloidal decay length of

Da is 0.15 m, consistent with the measurements. Similar

to [17], the measured Da emission in the outer main SOL

is well reproduced using a wall pumping coefficient of

0.36 in DEGAS. With zero wall pumping, DEGAS over-

estimates the Da emission by a factor 2–5, indicating

that additional recycling of ions at the main chamber

wall would be an excessive source.

The DEGAS poloidal distribution of the neutral flux

into the core plasma, shown in Fig. 3, reveals that

approximately 70% of the core fueling comes from neu-

trals born in the divertor region. Here, we define a diver-

tor region that extends two charge-exchange mean free

paths (�20 cm) above the divertor X-point, since neu-

trals that penetrate into the core from the main SOL

in this region previously originated in the divertor. The

remaining 30% of the core fueling arises from neutral

leakage out of the divertor. Two key effects arise from

the significantly colder plasma in the inner divertor

leg, namely, the flow reversal away from the divertor

plates, and the reduced ionization of divertor produced

neutrals. The result of these effects accounts for inner

leg fueling twice that of the outer divertor leg.

The UEDGE simulations reproduced the poloidally

non-uniform CII and CIII midplane distribution, and

indicated that the divertor walls are the carbon sources

that set the upstream carbon density. Here, the divertor

walls are defined as the outermost UEDGE boundary in

the SOL, extending from the target plates to about
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20 cm above X-point. The UEDGE code predicts in-

creased chemical sputtering of carbon, since the neutral

density in the region upstream of the strike points is

high. Chemical sputtering of carbon is also enhanced

at the UEDGE boundary to the private flux region.

Sputtered carbon material from the target plates is

mostly redeposited onto the plates. The dynamics of car-

bon transport in the lower divertor is complex (Fig. 4),

and can be described by the following processes. Carbon
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Fig. 4. Flux of carbon in the divertor summed over all

ionization stages as calculated by UEDGE. The arrows

illustrate the main flow direction in the lower divertor. The

divertor walls are highlighted by the thick black lines.
is swept from the private flux region to the inner divertor

leg due to E · B associated drifts from the large radial

electric field near the separatrix. The inner divertor leg

is a region of strong reversed flow: in the far-SOL region

carbon flows upstream, while in the region near to the

separatrix carbon is swept towards the target plates by

the background plasma flow. Above Z = 0.8 m, the ion

temperature gradient force exceeds the frictional drag

of the background plasma, and carbon ions get trans-

ported into the main SOL.
3. Measurement and modeling of ELMy H-mode plasmas

3.1. Comparison of experimental intensity distribution in

LSN, USN, and DN plasmas

Poloidally non-uniform Da CII, and CIII intensity

profiles, with the maximum emission near the divertor

X-point region were also observed with the midplane

tangential camera in ELMy H-mode plasmas with vary-

ing magnetic configuration and ion B · $B drift. For

similar pedestal parameters (ne,ped = 4.5 · 1019 m�3,

Te,ped = 450–900 eV) three different plasma configura-

tions with the ion B · $B drift into the upper divertor

were executed [Fig. 5 (insert)]: an upper single-null

(USN), double-null (DN), and lower single-null (LSN)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the peak Da emission in the inner main

SOL as a function of vertical height around the midplane,

Z = 0, for USN, DN, and LSN discharges with the ion B · $B
drift into the upper divertor. Typical plasma parameters include

PNBI = 5.5 MW, H89 � 2, BT = 2.0 T, Ip = 1.3 MA, and �ne ¼
5:2� 1019 m�3ðn=nGW ¼ 0:4Þ. The region of interest includes

the in the inner main SOL as measured by the midplane camera

system (Fig. 1). The shaded areas indicate regions that were

possibly affected by reflections of light from the lower divertor.

Insert: USN, DN, and LSN equilibria used for studies of ELMy

H-mode plasmas.
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configuration of magnetic balance 4 cm, 0, 4 cm, respec-

tively. The same three magnetic configurations were re-

peated with the reversed toroidal field direction

changed so that the ion B · $B drift direction was to-

ward the lower divertor. DIII-D is a two-divertor toka-

mak, with a relatively open divertor structure in the

lower vessel region, and a more closed upper divertor

structure. In the context of this paper, we define the ac-

tive divertor as the one closest to the magnetic X-point.

For the B · $B drift into the upper divertor, the peak Da

emission in the inner main SOL was measured in the re-

gion closest to the active divertor X-point for SN cases,

and close to both X-point regions in the DN case (Fig.

5). Using the midplane camera data alone, the emission

decreased by an order of magnitude from the divertor

X-point region (Z = �0.6 m) to the midplane (Z = 0).

The data from the divertor and midplane cameras show

the peak emissivity in the active divertor is approxi-

mately two to three orders of magnitude higher than

in the inner main SOL, and about one to two orders

of magnitude higher than in the passive divertor. In

comparison, the peak CII emission in the active diver-

tors was approximately two orders of magnitude higher

than in the passive divertors and in the inner main SOL.

Because these SN configurations had a passive X-point

within the vacuum vessel, there is still significant plasma

wall interaction in the passive divertor, observed pre-

dominately in the outer divertor leg. These observations

were independent of the magnetic configuration and ion

B · $B drift direction. In those configurations with the

ion B · $B drift direction pointing into the active diver-

tor, the Da emission peaked in the higher density, lower

temperature inner divertor leg, produced by the E · B
particle drift in the private flux region. Consistently,

the measured CIII emission, elongated along the inner

divertor leg, but peaked at the OSP in the outer leg, indi-

cated a lower plasma temperature in the inner leg than in

the outer leg. In those configurations with the ion

B · $B drift pointing out the active divertor, Da CII,

and CIII emission in the active divertor was similar in

the inner and outer divertor leg.

3.2. Comparison of measurement and UEDGE/DEGAS

modeling in LSN ELMy H-mode plasmas

The distinctively different Da intensity distributions

measured in the lower divertor for the two B · $B drift

directions was consistently reproduced in UEDGE with

the B · $B and E · B terms included in the calculations,

and not reproduced in simulations without the drifts.

This emphasizes the importance of incorporating these

processes in the modeling. The spatially constant

diffusivities used for the radial transport in the H-mode

cases were lower than for the L-mode case, i.e.,

D? = 0.0875 m2/s, ve = vi = 0.35 m2/s. Unity recycling

was assumed for ions striking the divertor plate or radi-
ally outermost computational boundary cells. To allow

finite wall pumping, a neutral albedo of 0.98 was applied

along the outer UEDGE boundary up to 10 cm above

the divertor plates, and 0.95 elsewhere. Carbon was

introduced by physical and chemical sputtering at the

target, and chemical sputtering at the radial outermost

UEDGE boundary.

In LSN discharges with the ion B · $B drift into the

lower divertor (Case A), the E · B induced particle flow

in the private flux region causes significant asymmetry in

the electron and ion density and temperature profile in

the inner and outer divertor leg, resulting in higher Da

emission in the inner divertor leg. The UEDGE code

predicts a region of flow reversal, i.e. flow of carbon ions

away from the target plates, in the inner divertor leg,

enhancing the leakage of carbon ions from this region

into the main SOL. In LSN discharges with the ion

B · $B drift out of the lower divertor (Case B), a region

of strong flow reversal is calculated by the code in the

outer divertor leg. However, a much more symmetric

density and temperature profile is calculated for the in-

ner and outer divertor leg, consistent with the Da and

CII measurements. Away from the divertor UEDGE

predicts a significantly stronger CII emission in the inner

main SOL for Case A, which was not conclusively mea-

sured by the midplane camera. For both cases, CII emis-

sion decreases poloidally toward the midplane, in

agreement with the experiment.

The spatial distribution of the Da emission calculated

by DEGAS using the UEDGE background plasma of

Case B is consistent with the measured emission in the

lower divertor, the inner main SOL, and the outer mid-

plane SOL. The peak Da emissivity at the ISP is approx-

imately three orders of magnitude higher than at the

midplane. In the outer midplane SOL, the tangential

PMT array measuring Da is reproduced by DEGAS

within a factor of 2 in the SOL using the follow-

ing parameters for the region outside the UEDGE

domain: ne,halo = 0.5 ne,UEDGE,w = 1.1, Te,halo = Ti,halo =

Te,UEDGE,w = 1.1. (w = 1.1 is the normalized flux at the

radially outermost UEDGE grid cells.) Radially inboard

from the separatrix the measured Da emission is a factor

of 5–8 lower than that calculated by DEGAS. The poloi-

dal distribution of the neutral flux into the core calcu-

lated by DEGAS is strongly peaked around the

divertor X-point (Fig. 3). Based on this distribution,

the core fueling across the X-point region is approxi-

mately 10 times larger than through leakage of neutrals

into the main chamber, consistent with UEDGE model-

ing results shown previously [18,19].
4. Summary and discussion

Two-dimensional poloidal emission distributions

from tangentially viewing camera measurements,
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combined with UEDGE/DEGAS simulations, that also

reproduce measurements from multiple diagnostics,

indicate that divertor recycling is the dominant particle

source for the core in DIII-D low density L-mode and

ELMy H-mode plasmas. The computational simula-

tions matched a large set of experimental data by appli-

cation of a purely diffusive radial transport model in

UEDGE, and use of this solution as input for DEGAS

to calculate particle fueling and neutral leakage. In these

simulations the Da intensity distribution in the divertor

as well as in the inner main and outer midplane SOL

were reproduced with recycling imposed only at the

divertor target plates. The measured Da CII, and CIII

distribution in the divertor were consistently repro-

duced, only when the effects of B · $B and E · B drifts

were included in UEDGE. In plasmas with the ion

B · $B drift into the divertor, the significantly higher

density and lower temperature in the inner divertor leg

provides a strong fueling source to the main plasma.

Since core plasma performance is determined by the

pedestal temperature, and the pedestal pressure is set

by ELM stability, more effective control of the pedestal

density may be provided through divertor pumping in

this fueling regime, than in the case of main chamber

recycling.

The poloidal distribution of sputtered carbon along

the separatrix shows peaking towards the divertor X-

point, which may allow enhanced impurity screening

in future devices. Flow reversal in the inner divertor

leg away from the target enhances the leakage of carbon

ions out of the divertor into the main SOL.

While these results are encouraging, because they

suggest that the dominant impurity source is the divertor

region and not the main walls, the same set of experi-

mental data needs to be confronted with models that in-

voke main chamber recycling [20,21]. Those models are

motivated by the measurement, in some discharges, of

significantly higher plasma densities and temperatures

at a single poloidal location in the far SOL than

predicted by simple diffusive models. Increased main

chamber interaction is predominately observed in high-

density (n/nGW ! 1) L-mode operation, while this paper

addresses low to medium density regimes. Clearly, better

poloidally (and toroidally) distributed measurements of

ne and Te in the main SOL are needed to identify the dif-

ferences in the SOL plasma conditions that produce

both of these observations.
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